ABSTRACT: Image segmentation can be viewed as a classification problem of high dimensional characteristic data including grayscale (color), spatial constraint, etc. In this paper, a new image segmentation algorithm based on fast high-dimensional characteristic clustering using fusion of classifiers is proposed. In the algorithm, classification of high-dimensional characteristic data is divided into multiple low-dimensional characteristic data classifications such as optimal fuzzy classification based on grayscale (color) characteristic and statistical classification based on spatial constraint. The classification results of different classifiers are integrated to obtain the final image segmentation results using fusion of classifiers. The experimental results show that, compared with other image classification algorithms, the proposed algorithm in this paper has better segmentation performance and greatly improves the calculation speed, ensuring the calculation simplicity and effectiveness of segmentation algorithm to the largest extent.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation can be regarded as a classification problem of multi-dimensional characteristic vectors, which means the classification of multi-dimensional characteristics expressing pixel characteristics. In order to fully express the characteristics of a pixel in the image, the multi-dimensional characteristic vectors for clustering must include grayscale or color characteristic, pixel spatial constraint characteristic, kinetic characteristic, etc. of the pixel (in this paper, the emphasis of research is a segmentation problem of a static image, so we ignore the kinetic characteristic of the pixel). Among the classification methods of multi-dimensional data, fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm [1] is widely used in image segmentation due to introduction of a concept of fuzzy membership degree of human cognition characteristic. However, traditional FCM algorithm fails to give full consideration to spatial constraint characteristic between pixels due to clustering characteristics only including grayscale or color characteristic of a pixel, therefore, the FCM algorithm has incomplete clustering characteristics and can't obtain a satisfying segmentation effect.
As for the above-mentioned shortcomings of the FCM algorithm, many scholars propose an improved clustering algorithm [2, 3, 7] . Literature [2] proposes a Gibbs random field-based FCM algorithm (GFCM). It describes the spatial constraint relationship between pixels using Gibbs random field, and introduces the spatial constraint information into FCM objective function in the form of product to conduct classification of single classifier. Literature [3] proposes a FCM algorithm based on kernel function distance measurement and spatial constraint (KFCM_S). Similar to GFCM's classification method of single classifier, KFCM_S algorithm introduces the spatial constraint conditions based on pixel neighborhood mean into the fuzzy clustering objective function in the form of sum. The algorithms mentioned in literature [2] and literature [3] consider the spatial constraint relationship between pixels during image segmentation, and resolve the existing problems of FCM to a certain extent, but they increase the complexity of calculation and extend the calculation time.
Different from the classification method of single classifier mentioned in [2] and [3] , an image segmentation algorithm based on fast high-dimensional characteristic clustering using fusion of classifiers is proposed. We decompose the classification problem of high-dimensional characteristic data into classification of two low-dimensional characteristic data, namely optimal fuzzy classification based on grayscale or color characteristic and statistical classification based on spatial constraint. The classification results of the two different classifiers are integrated to obtain the final classification results using fusion of classifiers. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm in this paper not only has better segmentation performance than the GFCM and KFCM_S algorithms, but also calculate faster than the above two algorithms. In this paper, theory model and system structure design of image segmentation based on fast high dimensional characteristic clustering are given in section 2, key technologies in the system are discussed in section 3, and the experimental results and analysis are given in section 4.
THEORY MODEL OF IMAGE SEGMENTA-TION BASED ON FAST HIGH-DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTIC CLUSTERING
Assuming image y = {yij | (i, j) ∈ I}, where yij is gray- [1, N] } is a support field of the image; in order to classify the image into K classes, the high-dimensional characteristic vector expressing pixel characteristics fij=(yij, sij), (i, j) ∈ I shall be classified, where sij is an spatial constraint characteristic of pixel point (i, j). Here, we define sij as classification situation of the pixel points other than the point (i, j). Because spatial constraint characteristic sij is relevant to the classification situation of other pixels in the image, if direct clustering is made for the characteristic vector fij, the calculation process will be very complex.
In order to reduce the complexity, we divide the clustering problem of high-dimensional characteristic vector fij into clustering to two low-dimensional vectors yij and sij. Grayscale or color is a pixel's most intuitive characteristic, and therefore we firstly conduct an optimal fuzzy clustering for characteristic yij. However, classification of spatial characteristic sij is relatively complex. We firstly obtain image spatial constraint characteristic sij based on the optimal fuzzy result, and then obtain a statistical classifier based on spatial constraint characteristic sij according to the spatial statistic constraint criterion of image. In order to make full use of the advantages of different classifiers, we combine the two classifiers and then conduct image classification according to the results of combinations of classifiers. Based on the above-mentioned discussions, an image segmentation model is established in Figure 1 .
KEY TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Design of pixel grayscale (color) optimal fuzzy classifier
In this paper, in order to obtain classification speed, we fast obtain pixel grayscale (color) optimal fuzzy classifier Uopt using a weighted FCM [4] algorithm. In the weighted FCM algorithm, the classification sample is grayscale or color characteristic
where L is gray level or color number. For classifying the image into K classes, the weighted FCM fuzzy clustering objective function is established as below.
Where m is a parameter to control fuzzy degree; r = {1,…,K} is an set of classes; U * ={uk * (yl) |k∈r, l∈ [1, L] } is a numerical characteristic fuzzy measure matrix; V * ={vk * , k∈r} is numerical characteristic clustering center set; wl is a weight of sample yl during classification. We define wl is frequency of characteristic yl appearing in the image, namely
where n(yl) is times of characteristic yl appearing in the image; operator ‖•‖ is Euclidean distance measurement.
JWFCM (U * , V * ) expresses the sum of fuzzy non-similarity of all characteristic samples in the image relative to the clustering center. When JWFCM (U * , V * ) gets the minimum value, it can be considered that an optimal classification is made for grayscale or color characteristic in the image, namely
Local minimum value of clustering objective function (1) is calculated by iteration, thus to obtain the optimal fuzzy measurement matrix of the characteristic sample
It's worth noting that, U *(opt) is an optimal fuzzy measurement matrix of numerical characteristic, which must be converted to an optimal fuzzy measurement matrix of pixel U (opt) according to pixel char-acteristic yij during image classification, namely
Thus, an optimal fuzzy classification criterion can be obtained:
then xij = h, where xij represent the classification status of a pixel point (i, j).
Achievement of spacial constraint characteristic
Through the optimal fuzzy classifier, we can obtain a specific classification situation of the image x = {xij | (i, j) ∈I}. Because spatial constraint characteristic sij of a pixel point (i, j) is defined as the classification situation of other pixels other than point (i, j) in the image, so sij can be obtained as below:
Design of spatial constraint statistic classifier
Spatial constraint criterion of image segmentation can be described as that pixel classification shall be determined by the classification status of other pixels in the image. Assuming that random field X={Xij |(i, j)∈I} is a classification status random field defined based on I, where discrete random variable expresses class of pixel point (i, j), of which value domain is class set r; assuming that random field Xij = {Xmn | (m, n) ≠ (i, j), (m,n) ∈ I} is a classification constraint random field of point (i, j). According to spatial constraint criterion of image classification, posterior probability P (Xij = k | Xij = sij), (i, j)∈I describes the spatial constraint force of pixel classification, therefore, we select it as a classification measurement function of spatial constraint classifier. The classification determination criterion is as below:
pixel point (i, j) is determined as class h. Below, we will put emphasis on discussing the calculation method of posterior probability P (Xij = k | Xij =sij). According to bayes formula, the following equation can be obtained:
In this paper, we think that pixel classification only depends on the classification status of its neighborhood pixel points, therefore, image classification random field X can be deemed as Markov random field defined at neighborhood system η. According to Hammersley-Clifford Theorem [4] , joint distribution probability is:
is an energy function, C is a set of all clusters based on point matrix I and neighborhood system η. In this paper, we use second order neighborhood system η 2 . See [5] for detailed discussion of definition, type and corresponding parameter setting of cluster; Vc(x) is a corresponding potential function of cluster c;
is a constant for normalization of partition function. In the MRF model used by us, Vc(x) only depends on cluster type and relative value of its element, which is irrelevant to the position where the cluster is located. In order to emphasize the connectivity of segmented areas, we only consider the potential functions of clusters only containing two elements, and these potential functions are isotropous, under the circumstance, corresponding potential function of cluster c is as below: 
Therefore, it can be obtained as below according to equations (5), (6) and (7): 
According to equations (8) and (9), posterior probability P(Xij = k | Xij =sij) is obtained as below: Class value situation of point (i, j) and its neighborhood points are shown in Figure 2 . We define V(k, tij) is the sum of potential functions of all clusters containing point (i, j), namely:
where tij expresses class value vector of neighborhood pixels of (i, j), namely tij = (t 1 , t 2 ,…t 8) . According to equation (7), it can be obtained as below:
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where Nk is number of points with class value k in the neighborhood of (i, j). According to equations (10) and (11), it can be obtained as below:
For the simplicity of expression, we denote posterior probability P(Xij=k|Xij =sij) as Pk(i, j). According to equation (13), spatial constraint posterior probability measurement matrix can be obtained as below:
Fusion of classifiers
In order to give full play to the advantages of different classifiers, we combine [6] the optimal fuzzy classifier and spatial statistic constraint classifier to obtain an optimized classification result. Here, we conduct fusion of classifiers using linear weighted method, and the classification measurement function after fusion of classifiers is as below:
Classification criterion of fusion of classifiers:
then pixel point (i, j) is determined as class h. It can be found from equation (13) that fusion parameters αk, βk directly influence final classification performance. When αk = 1, βk = 0, degradation of multiple classifiers is a standardized FCM fuzzy classification; when αk = 0, βk = 1, multiple classifiers change into spatial statistic constraint classification; in this paper, we determine the values of αk, βk using experimental method.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
We firstly test the composite image that is contaminated by noise. Figure 3 shows the composite image contaminated by noise and its segmentation results, of which Figure 3(a) and (b) are composite images contaminated by Gaussian noise and salt and pepper noise, and Figure 3 From Figure 3 , it can be found that, under the circumstance of noise contamination, optimal fuzzy classifier has the worst effect, and has many wrong classifications, classification performance of spatial constraint statistic classifier is greatly improved compared with that of the fuzzy classifier, however, it has some classification errors at the edges of two classes in the composite images; segmentation based on fusion of classifiers obtains a better effect compared with the first two classifiers, which not only inhibits the influence e of noise, but also better keep the detailed information such as classification edges. Comparison of classification error points is as shown in Table 1 . It can be found from Figure 4 that, optimal fuzzy classification has the worst ability to resist noise and the worst classification result. However, the rest methods obtain better classification effects. By contrast, KFCM_S algorithm and fusion of classifiers have the best classification results. We have conducted a segmentation performance test for 50 brain MR T1 weighted images at the size of 217×181 and noise level of 1%-9%, and partial experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 Table  2 shows a comparison of average rate of correct classification of different classification algorithms under different noise levels. It can be found from Table 2 that, with the increase of noise level, performance of each classification algorithm decreases, however, performance of FCM algorithm deceases most rapidly, and performance of the algorithm based on fast high-dimensional characteristic data clustering is slightly better than that of other algorithms under different noise levels. Table 3 shows a comparison of average calculation time of different algorithms for brain MR T1 weighted test image. It can be found from Table 3 that, the algorithm based on fast high-dimensional characteristic data clustering is obviously superior to GFCM and KFCM_S algorithms in terms of calculation speed, which is similar to FCM algorithm. It can be obtained from Figure 3 and Figure 4 and Tables 1, 2 and 3 that, compared with other classification methods, the algorithm based on fast high-dimensional characteristic data clustering has better segmentation performance and greatly improves the calculation speed.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the image segmentation based on high-dimensional characteristic data clustering is divided into classification of multiple low-dimensional characteristics and all low-dimensional classifiers are integrated to obtain the final classification results through fusion of classifiers. The experimental results show that, the proposed algorithm in this paper has better segmentation performance than other classification algorithms and keeps calculation simplicity of algorithm, which has obtained better results in image segmentation. Our future work will focus on selfadaptive selection of multi-classifier fusion parameters αk, βk and classification number K.
